Judges Comments

Almost perfect intonation! I like the gestures but it was a little fast at times.
Your intonation, pronunciation, volume, and pace were ok and I could tell you tried really hard So
close to memorizing all of it, so try hard to memorize it perfectly next time!
Good intonation!
Your intonation was very good but some words were mispronounced because you spoke too fast!
You had good gestures near the end but the pace was a little oﬀ.
Your intonation was good and lovely. You should train more for your pronunciation but it was
good. Great volume and easy to listen to your speech. You looked very conﬁdent, great job! You
had a great pace but you checked your paper sometimes.
Good job on your intonation and excellent job with your volume. Good use of gestures but try to
include even more gestures next time. Good job on memorization!
You had good linking words and had great “ir” sound as in “bird.” Good pronunciation! You also
had perfect volume and good facial expressions by using your ﬁngers and hands, which was excellent. Try to memorize a bit more next.
Need more practice for your intonation and you will do better next time. Open your mouth more
and you will be better. Good pronunciation with “of course.” Good job with your volume and nice
body language! Good to use the body language to express yourself. Nice try with your memorization but good job with your pace.
You should have more intonation if possible to know speciﬁc point but great pronunciation and
beautiful. It was easy to understand your volume as well as very ﬂuent speaking! And your gesture
was really good as it helps us understand our understanding.

Judges Comments

Good linking words and phrases. Good “th” sound and good pronunciation. You can be more
conﬁdent and your voice can be louder. Try to memorize so you donʼt focus on reading the
script. You might be great if you can memorize it.
Good use of the microphone to help your volume but try to include more gestures in your
speech for next time.
Nice try with your intonation! Practice more on your pronunciation! Good pronunciation with
the “L” words! Good job on volume but smile more and you will be great! Practice more for
memorization but you did a great job in trying to look at the audience. Good job with your
pace too.
You did really good on some parts of your speech with intonation. Very good pronunciation! If
you memorized everything it would have been much much better but your pace was not bad.
Next time try not to read too much.
Your intonation was ok but you did a good job on pronunciation! Great volume but look up
more next time. Try to memorize the story next time so you can improve the pace too!
Good and comfortable to listen to your intonation. Your pronunciation was sometimes good
but sometimes not good. Your volume was not so bad and you were trying to look at the audience so it was good! I wanted you to remember the speech for next time because it was a little
bit fast, I think.
Your pronounciation was good because some of the bigger words were tough!
You had a beautiful voice, thatʼs a gift! You practiced many times so I appreciate you. I hope
you can try not to put your ﬁngers on your sheet next time. Go for it! I hope next time you can
memorize your speak, speak loudly!
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Be conﬁdent! Your pronunciation was very good but please be louder. There wasnʼt any movement or facial expressions and next time try to memorize some of the speech as well as speak a
little faster.
Your speaking was great! Please keep studying English! Try to speak more clearly next time.
Your volume was great but you should try looking at the audience more. We want to see your
face, please look at us next time. Go for it! For your future contests!
Try to speak into the microphone more but deﬁnitely try to include more gestures for the next
contest.
Keep trying to improve your intonation and pronunciation and you will do a better job. Your
volume was well but it would be a better speech with more facial expressions and movement.
Try to look at the audience more however, you read quite well for the diﬃculty of the speech.
Great job on your pace!
Good pronunciation! Keep practicing to improve that. Your volume was good but speak louder.
You had a good attitude but try to memorize more so you can have more expressions and
gestures to make your speech better.
Your intonation was ok but practice will help make it better. Pronunciation and volume you did
a good job but try to memorize for next time so you can look at the audience more and have
more gestures. Your pace was good though!
Your intonation and pronunciation was quite well done but you should speak louder and be
more conﬁdent. If you memorize your speech we can see your face more. Your pace was good
and it was easy to listen to your speech!
Some parts you did really well in intonation but when your volume went down, so did your
intonation. Try to work on that. Great job on your memorization, this was your strongest point!
Your volume was good but please look at the audience more often. More practice will deﬁnitely help you in your next speech.

Judges Comments

Your intonation and pronunciation were ok but your volume was great! Your tried hard with
gestures but good job in memorization! Your pace was ok.
Your intonation was really great, I was surprised! Sometimes your pronunciation was not correct
but not so bad either. Your volume was easy to listen to and your smiley face and gestures were
really amazing. Good memorization and your pace was good too.
Your intonation was great, wow! Your pronunciation was great at the start but slipped near the
end.
Your intonation was clear and beautiful and your pronunciation was splendid! We need more “
power part” because this is a great story so there is a great point! Your gestures made us understand your story and your attitude was great! Because you memorized you could see all the audience, that is very good!
Great speed with high and low pitch sounds are great for your intonation. Your pronunciation and
volume were good with great movement. Your memorization was perfect as well as your memorization!
Your volume was very good and you excellent memorization! Very good job with your speaking
pace!
If you practice your intonation more you will be perfect. Practice more with the pronunciation of
the “v” and “th” sounds. Nice pronunciation of “certainly.” Good job on volume and excellent job
with your gestures. More facial expressions will make the speech perfect. Great job with your
memorization and your pace was good as well.
I loved your gestures but smile more! And your pace was very relaxed, it was good!
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Your low and high pitch sounds were good; good emphasis. You had good pronunciation and
good volume to listen to. Great visual and movement with your speech. Your memorization
was good but not completely memorized.
You had excellent memorization!
It was a very dramatic speech! Great job! Practice more with the “R” and “L” sound and you will
be perfect. Good job on your volume! Thank you for showing me the picture of the magpie!
Nice body language! Nice try with your memorization and good job with your pace!
Your intonation was splendid! Your practice was very well done! This is a story, sometimes you
need strong and weak speaking way. Your picture was a really nice idea! Splendid! Sometimes
you see in your head sheet but your memorization was nearly perfect! It was a really funny
story!
Your intonation was great and I love the props!
You looked conﬁdent and good! Sometimes your pronunciation was not correct but you did a
good job! Your volume was good and easy to listen to. Your movement and facial expressions
were awesome! Amazing! Your memorization was not so bad and you had a good pace to
listen to!!
Your intonation and pronunciation was ok but your volume and gestures were great! You did a
great job with memorization but your pace was just ok.
Your volume was very good!
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Good job using the microphone and excellent gestures!
Nice intonation but can be improved with more emphasis. Your pronunciation was great and
smooth. Your volume was good enough but you had great movement!
Practice more with “up” and “low” and you will be perfect. Practice more with the “r” sound and
you will be great. Nice pronunciation for “later” and “sparrow.” Good job on volume but smile
more. You had nice body language and did an excellent job of memorizing your speech. Good
job with your pace.
Your intonation was great! I can imagine sparrows getting angry! Smile more but I loved the
gestures.
Good pronunciation!
Your intonation was ok but you had clear pronunciation; good job! Your volume was good and
good job on your gestures. You almost had it all memorized, so close! Your pace was ok.
Your intonation was good and easy to understand! Your pronunciation was the best, amazing!
You should speak louder. You looked very nervous but you had good movement. Your memorization was not so bad but it was little fast for me I think.
Your pronunciation was great. Your gestures were also quite good.
Your intonation was beautiful and your pronunciation was great because your way of speaking
was great! Your volume was also good but we need more facial expressions like a smile. Your
gestures were great! Enjoy telling a story because itʼs a great story.
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Pronunciation was very good! Very good use of the mic and excellent movement and facial expressions.
Good intonation and can be improved more. Your pronunciation was ok but you had a good
volume to listen to. Great movement and gestures but you had some glances are your paper. You
could do even better if you memorize for next time.
Nice intonation! You will do better with practice. Need more practice with “bird” and the “th”
sound! Good job with pronunciation and volume though. Nice body language and love the way
you move! Nice try on memorization and excellent job with your pace.
For your intonation, you need more strong point but it was good. I can see you practiced very hard
on your pronunciation and your volume was easy to listen to. Your gestures were splendid but we
need more facial expression. You tried well at memorizing your speech and it was interesting.
Great gestures throughout the speech!
Your intonation was really great! Sometimes your pronunciation was sometimes not correct but it
was ok. Your volume was easy and comfortable to listen to. Your movements were so lovely and
good. You checked your paper a little bit but you had a good pace!
Your intonation and pronunciation were ok but your volume and gestures were good. Your almost
memorized everything, so close, and your pace was ok.
Smile more! I liked the original story.
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Your intonation was great and your pronunciation was easy to understand and beautiful. You
emphasis points were really brilliant! Next time practice more facial expressions and gestures.
Your memorization was perfect and it was a interesting story!
Great job blending intonation with gestures. Some words were mispronounced but overall good!
Your volume was great, wow! You had very good movement and facial expressions. The speech
was a little choppy sometimes.
Your intonation and pronunciation was really good! You spoke loud too, great job! Your movements were so cute but I wanted to see your smiley face! Great memorization and pace was so
easy to listen to!
Intonation was ok but your pronunciation I could tell you worked hard! Your volume was good
but next time speak with more feeling. You did great on your memorization but your pace was ok.
Good body expression but we need more facial expression. You did great at memorization!
Your volume could have been louder and it would have been better. Also, smile more but I liked
your gestures. Your memorization was perfect but the pace could have been faster.
Your intonation was good but can be improved more because maybe you focused only on memorization. Good pronunciation but with practice can be improved more. Smile a bit more next time
but using your ﬁngers and hand was very nice. Your memorization was good.
You were very clear and had a good use of gestures at the beginning. Try to use more gestures at
the middle and end of the speech. Excellent job at memorization and you had a good ﬂow!
You need more practice on your intonation and that will make the speech perfect. Good job on
pronunciation. Very impressive movement but you will do better with more smiles. Well done on
memorization and good job on pace.
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Nice pronunciation but more facial expression please. Great job with memorization.
Your intonation and pronunciation was ok but your volume was very good! Next time, try to
speak with feelings, but you did a great job! You did a good job at memorization but your pace
was ok.
Your intonation was really great! Good pronunciation but sometimes not correct. Great volume!
I wanted to see your smile face!! Good memorization. I think it was too fast because you wanted
to ﬁnish.
Pronunciation was good but some words skipped. Your volume was loud and clear but still
adjusted. First half was lacking movement but later this got better. Great job on memorization!
How do you learn? It was beautiful, keep practicing! Your volume was easy to understand but
should use intonation more to emphasize strong or interesting point. Your was of expression was
really great! Sometimes your speed was too fast but since this is a story, you should speak slowly.
This was really interesting story!
Great intonation and important words were pronounced with long sounds. Your pronunciation
was good during the whole speech. Your volume was perfect and it was very nice to see you use
ﬁngers but smile a bit more. Perfect memorization!
Good pronunciation and you used the microphone well! Excellent job with memorization and
you had a very good ﬂow!
Need more practice and you will have a perfect intonation. Great pronunciation and good job
with your volume! Nice movements with more smiles and you will be perfect! Good job with
memorization and your pace.
Your volume should be a little bit louder and you should do the gestures in a much higher position. Mottainai! Smile. Your pace became better and better towards the end.
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Your intonation was good and your pronunciation was really ﬂuent. But you need to relax more.
Your volume was good and easy to understand. We need more facial expressions or gestures and
some more movement. Next time, please memorize it, you did good. It was an interesting story.
Your intonation was good a certain points but you needed to do more gestures and facial expressions.
Your intonation was great and your pronunciation was good but sometimes not correct. You
looked a little nervous but the volume was not so bad. I wanted to see your smiley face and some
movement. I wanted you to remember your speech. It was a little faster paced I think.
Your intonation and pronunciation were ok but your volume and gestures were great! Work hard
next time to memorize your speech but you did a good job with your pace. If you memorize the
story, you can improve your pace!
If you memorized everything it would have been much better!
More emphasis might be good and your pronunciation was nice. You also had a good volume to
listen to with great movements and gestures but next time memorize everything.
It was a little too fast but you had nice “up” and “low” parts. Practice your pronunciation more
and you will be great! Good job with your volume but try to look at the audience more and you
will be perfect. Nice try at memorization and good job at your pace!
Good job with your volume and facial expressions but try to include more gestures.
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Your intonation was ﬂat but was very genki! You can be better with pronunciation and intonation
with practice. Great volume though!
Good use of the microphone but try to include more gestures in your speech. Good job at memorization however.
Nice try but more practice and your intonation and pronunciation will do a great job. Good job on
volume but need more facial expressions and you will be perfect. Nice try on memorization but
good job with your pace.
Very good intonation and pronunciation was easy to listen to. Your attitude is really good. Your
character is really nice I think. I like your attitude. People sometimes get nervous but you tried
very hard. Well done! It was a little short but next time it will be great!
You were doing a great job at the start with memorization!
Your intonation was not so bad but do it more. Your pronunciation was good! Good volume to
listen to and your facial expressions was really great! Your speech was a little short though.
You need more up and down with you intonation but good job though. Your pronunciation was
ok but volume was fantastic! So close to memorizing the whole speech, keep trying for next time!
Very good volume and I love your comments but speak a little faster next time.

